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We live in an age where the notion that almost
anything can, and should, be quanti�ed and analy-
sed, at an elementary and accessible level, is rapidly
gaining adherents. In some countries the quanti�-
cation of past research performance, and the pre-
diction of performance in the future, have become
major goals of university research managers. The
principal objective of quanti�cation is its use as a
management tool, creating an imperative that the
means of quanti�cation be closely scrutinised.

At least �ve numerical measures are, or ha-
ve been, used frequently to quantify research per-
formance: (i)ñumber of research papers published,
(ii)ñumber of pages published in research papers,
(iii)ñumber of citations received, (iv) �impact fac-
tors� of journals where publication takes place, and
(v) usage data on published papers. Item (ii) is so-
metimes normalised, e.g. for words per page, and
(iii) and (iv) can also involve crude standardisation,
for example to correct for relative citation rates in
di�erent �elds. Data of type (v) tend to be availa-
ble only from primary sources (e.g. publishers and
journal archivers), not secondary sources that ad-
dress a broad range of journals. This restricts the
opportunities for easy comparison, particularly in
multidisciplinary �elds.

Citation data for an individual can be treated in
a variety of di�erent ways. These include: the total
number of citations, the average number of citations
per paper, the number of papers with at least x cita-
tions, and the largest value of x for which there are
at least x papers with x citations; see, for example,
Hirsch (2005). New methodologies are constantly
under development (e.g. Sidiropoulos, 2006).

Ease of accessibility of data is a major motiva-
tor of some approaches. Thus, although the use of
publication-rate data, such as those in categories
(i) and (ii), can be criticised fairly on the grounds
that it addresses quantity rather than quality, that
approach was employed widely until relatively re-
cently, when citation data became easily accessible

via the internet. While citation and usage data are
also widely criticised, and arguments against them
are made frequently (e.g. Ewing, 2004, 2006; Mo-
nastersky, 2005), their ready availability today ma-
kes them attractive to research managers.

Publication-rate data for very highly-
performing researchers in the mathematical scien-
ces show particularly wide variation. In some areas
of theoretical mathematics, for example number
theory, it is not uncommon for career-long publica-
tion rates to be less one paper per year, with runs
of several years without publication while especia-
lly di�cult problems are tackled. This applies even
to acknowledged international high-achievers in the
�eld.

However, in other areas of the mathemati-
cal sciences publication rates can be substantially
higher. This variability re�ects a variety of factors,
including di�erent ways in which researchers work,
disparate amounts of time needed in di�erent �elds
to obtain signi�cant new results, and cultural di�e-
rences between areas as to what constitutes a �sig-
ni�cant advance.�

In the face of di�culties using information on
publication rates to assess research performance,
university research managers are turning increa-
singly to citation data. Here several intrinsic, but
subtle, statistical issues have a substantial bearing
on interpretation. In particular, the distribution of
citation data is very heavy-tailed; that is, a rela-
tively large proportion of the distribution is con-
centrated among quite high values. Therefore it is
unsurprising to learn that the mean of the distribu-
tion (for instance, of the distribution of the average
number of citations of a given paper in a particu-
lar journal during a given time period), is almost
always larger than, and can be substantially grea-
ter than, the median. Similar remarks apply to the
totals that are used to compute means, for example
to the total number of citations received by a paper
in a given period. This has important implications

1This note is based in part on the article, �Measuring research performance in the mathematical sciences in Australian
universities,� published in the Australian Mathematical Society Gazette vol. 34, No. 1, 2007.
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for the use and interpretation of citation data.
For example, since most citation indices (e.g. im-

pact factors) are means rather than medians, their
values can be altered dramatically by including, or
omitting, a single research paper in the calculations.
This is one reason why impact factors tend to �uc-
tuate signi�cantly from one year to another. Anot-
her reason is that impact factors often rely on rela-
tively narrow time windows, and so, at least in the
mathematical sciences, tend to be based on relati-
vely small amounts of data.

The width of the citation window is a conten-
tious issue when gathering and interpreting cita-
tion data. Theoretical mathematicians, for many of
whom the solving of important, years-old problems
is a mark of singular achievement, naturally regard
relatively wide windows (at least 10 years) as a ma-
jor desirable feature of approaches to citation analy-
sis. However, if the window is as wide as a deca-
de then the period over which the mathematician's
performance is supposedly being assessed is argua-
bly wider still, and that is not necessary desired by
those doing the assessment. (The serious biases in-
herent in using narrow citation windows to assess
papers with relatively long citation lives have been
studied; see e.g. Vanclay, 2006.) Moreover, resear-
chers in other disciplines, with fast-moving research
frontiers, often favour relatively narrow windows.
The latter tend to prevail.

As a result, mathematicians and statisticians ge-
nerally �nd that they are judged using an unreaso-
nably narrow citation window, which almost inevi-
tably obscures the real degree of interest in, and
impact of, their work. The two-to-three-year im-
pact factors for major mathematics and statistics
journals are typically about 1 or 2. That is, on ave-
rage a paper is cited once or twice in the year of
publication or in the subsequent two years. This
compares poorly with the two-to-three-year impact
factors of approximately 30 for journals such as Na-
ture and Science, but of course does not indicate
any intrinsic inferiority of research in the mathe-
matical sciences. Rather, it is the result of di�erent
citation cultures in di�erent �elds of science. For
reasons such as these there is an extensive literatu-
re arguing against using impact factors to evaluate
research (e.g. Moed et al., 1996; Jennings, 1998; Se-
glen, 1997; Jasco, 2001; Whitehouse, 2001; Simkin
and Roychowdhury, 2003).

The speed of publication of mathematics and
statistics papers also has signi�cant bearing on the
use of citation windows. Publication in major inter-
national journals, which often have long lead times,
is itself a validation of mathematical and statistical
work. For some mathematical scientists, such publi-
cation is almost as much a goal as the research itself.
However, papers in major mathematics and statis-
tics journals often take longer from submission to
publication than an average citation window takes
to run its course. This inevitably challenges conven-
tional interpretations of citation data.

Other issues related to the reliability of citation
data include the fact that those data do not identify
the reasons for citation, or disclose which authors
of a multi-authored paper are responsible for dif-
ferent aspects of the work. In statistics, reasons for
high citation rates can include the fact that a useful
dataset was included in the paper, or that helpful
settings for simulation studies were suggested. The-
se contributions may not bear on the actual merit
of the research.

Moreover, citation cultures can vary widely even
within a single discipline, such as the mathematical
sciences. This leads to very di�erent �natural� ci-
tation rates for people working in di�erent parts
of the same �eld. The Stanford statistical scientist
David Donoho, interviewed when he was the �most
highly-cited mathematician for work in the period
1994�2004� (Leong, 2004), put it thus:

Statisticians do very well compared to mat-
hematicians in citation counts. Among the
top ten most-cited mathematical scientists cu-
rrently, all of them are statisticians. There's a
clear reason: statisticians do things used by
many people; in contrast, few people outside
of mathematics can directly cite cutting-edge
work in mathematics. Consider [Andrew] Wi-
les' proof of Fermat's Last Theorem. It's a
brilliant achievement of the human mind but
not directly useful outside of math. It gets a
lot of popular attention, but not very many
citations in the scienti�c literature. Statisti-
cians explicitly design tools that are useful
for scientists and engineers, everywhere, every
day. So citation counts for statisticians follow
from the nature of our discipline.

Donoho also commented on ways in which one can
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enhance one's visibility in citation counts:

A very speci�c publishing discipline can en-
hance citation counts: Reproducible Research.
You use the internet to publish the data and
computer programs that generate your re-
sults. I learned this discipline from the seismo-
logist Jon Claerbout. This increases your ci-
tation counts, for a very simple reason. When
researchers developing new methods look for
ways to show o� their new methods they'll na-
turally want to make comparisons with pre-
vious approaches. By publishing your data
and methods, you make it easy for later re-
searchers to compare with you, and then they
cite you.

Remarks such as these inevitably provoke the
question of the relationships among impact, in�uen-
ce and quality in research. Research can have subs-
tantial impact (for example, through enabling ot-
her researchers to �show o� their new methods,� as
Donoho put it), and give rise to large numbers of
citations, without signi�cantly altering the intrin-
sic directions taken by future research, and therefo-
re without having much in�uence in that sense. In
much the same way, a movie can enjoy substantial
box-o�ce success without having a major in�uence
on movie-making.

Occasionally, the order of authors on a paper
is proposed by research managers as a measure of
the relative importance of individual contributions.
However, in much of mathematics the order of aut-
hors is almost religiously alphabetical. (This is not
so true of statistics.) The suggestion by some re-
search managers that mathematical scientists chan-
ge these practices, by ordering author names so as
to re�ect respective contributions to papers, or by
altering their culture of publication and citation
(e.g. by publishing and citing more frequently), or
by submitting only to journals where lead-times to
publication are measured in weeks or months rat-
her than years, fail to take account of the fact that
only a small fraction of the international mathema-
tics literature originates in countries such as Spain
and Australia. Profound cultural change cannot be
brought about by doing things di�erently in just
one country.

In summary, research performance metrics, such
as those based on publication rates or citation or

usage data, often do not measure the research at-
tributes that it is claimed they do. They lack com-
parability, even from area to area within a single
discipline, such as the mathematical sciences, let
alone from one discipline to another. So-called co-
rrection factors fail to compensate adequately for
the marked inhomogeneity of citation cultures, for
example those in applied and theoretical statistics.
In the absence of reliable and accepted ways of co-
rrecting for the problems discussed above, the use of
research performance metrics is inevitably a crude
and unreliable way of assessing actual research per-
formance. Careful, scholarly assessment of research
by peers is usually to be preferred.
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